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Southern iowa drift plain

Iowa Glacial Past The seven main land regions of Iowa Iowa have a very diverse geological history. The landscape of an area can reveal information about the history and different events that have occurred over time. Iowa has a geological past that has created incredibly different environments, which have been modified at different times throughout its history. There are seven major land regions in Iowa
that give Iowa the landscape it has today. These regions are Des Moines Lobe, Loess Hills, Northwest Iowa Plains, Iowa Surface, Paleozoic Plateau, Missouri Alluvial Plain, and Southern Iowa Drift Plain. The Landscape of Buena Vista County is a mixture of the effects of both the Des Moines Lobe and the Northwest Iowa Plains. The Wisconsin Glacier and the edges of the Lobe Des Moines of wisonsinan
glacier in Iowa form the region of the soil forms of Des Moines Lobe. Much of Iowa was excavated by the Wisconsin Glacier, which created the Des Moines Lobe 12,000-14,000 years ago. Most of northern and central Iowa shows the landscapes created by this glacier, such as the central plains. Des Moines Lobe advanced through North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, and stopped where Des Moines,
Iowa, is today. As the glacier retreated, it carved out the current course of the Raccoon River. An in-depth explanation or wisconsin glacier and the history of how it moved and created the landscape we see around us can be found here. Northwest Iowa Plains Another region of Iowa is the Northwest Iowa Plains. This region is located in the northwest corner of Iowa, and was created about 20,000-30,000
years ago. This region contains glacial deposits from both pre-Illinoian and Wisconsin ice advances. The Northwest Iowa Plains region also contributes to the diversity of the landscape in Buena Vista County. Southern Iowa Drift Plain The Southern Iowa Drift Plain is the largest of the landform regions and is located in southern Iowa. This area is composed of glacial drift (gravel, sand or clay that is collected
and deposited by the glacier as it moves) and was formed by pre-Illinoian glaciers about 300,000 years ago. Much of the landscape has been changed over time. Today, much of the landscape has been cut off from rivers and there are prominent hills and valleys throughout the region. Iowan Surface Another landform region in Iowa is the surface of Iowa. It covers much of northeastern Iowa and was
created during wisconsin glaciation events 16,500-21,000 years ago. Iowa's surface landscape includes rolling hills that are stark in contrast to the steep hills and valleys of the Southern Iowa Drift Plain. The Loess Hills are another region of Iowa. This region is located in the western part which stretches from Sioux City, Iowa to St. Joseph, Missouri and was created about 18,000 years ago. The Loess Hills
are a unique region of Iowa due to the tanned and gritty sediments known as loess. Loess Loess a limo deposited by the wind that is light, porous and can be easily eroded. The Loess Hills region is easily recognizable due to the way loess form in cat-step protrusions along the sides of the hills. Paleozoic Plateau The most distinct of the landform regions is the Paleozoic Plateau located in the northeastern
corner of Iowa. This region is recognizable to visitors due to rocky outcrops and protrusions, very few glacial deposits, deep narrow valleys, cold streams, and heavily wooded mountain areas. The rock formations of this region contain layers of just 300 million years old and 550 million years old. Alluvial plains Alluvial plains, sometimes called alluvial plains, were formed by water flowing from the landscape
and carrying boulders, stones, gravel, sand, etc. This region is located along the Mississippi River and the plains of the Missouri River. Alluvial plains serve as drainage networks that help transfer water and sediment to the Gulf of Mexico. The following information is based on the book Landforms of Iowa, by Jean C. Prior, published by the University of Iowa Press, Iowa City, in 1991. The book was
designed and illustrated by Patricia J. Lohmann. The topography of the Southern Iowa Drift Plain is perhaps the most representative of typical Iowa landscapes. The Southern Iowa Drift Plain is definitely the largest of Iowa's landform regions, and is the main region that Interstate 80 travelers will see. Well-known Iowa artist Grant Wood emphasized the strongly undulating character of this landscape in
many of his stylized paintings, particularly Young Corn and Fall Plowing. Soil forms in this region, such as those of the Des Moines Lobe, are composed mainly of glacial drift, but the massive ice caps carrying material in this part of Iowa were hundreds of thousands of years older than those occupying the north-central part of the state. It is this geological generation gap that makes the difference in
appearance between these two regions. Typical features of a newly glazed landscape have been erased by time. The moraines, the kames, the kettles, the peat bogs and the lakes are gone, all those visual clues that are distinctive to recent contact with glacial ice. The only evidence left to verify the passage of these first ice caps is the ten to hundreds of feet of glacial drift that cover the surface of the
bedrock. Instead of poorly drained, low-relief landscapes, waterways have had time to establish well-connected drainage systems and deeply carve the Earth's surface. The hills, especially the higher ones in the drainage network, often show a finely ecided rills texture that give an appearance ribbed or furrowed to the ground. These rills give way to ravines, then to coves that flow part of the year, and finally
to streams and perennial rivers in the main valleys. Shaped like branched veins into a leaf, this dendritic mesh drained postglacial wetlands, erased contact with ice and over time has reshaped these old glacial plains into the deeply bent landscapes so familiar in this region today. With most of the Earth's surface tilted towards some drainage route, the terrain of this region projects a feeling of fence when we
travel through its hills. Views extend only to the next ascent or the next curve of the road. There are no long-distance views except those seen from hills that return again and again to the same altitude, each time providing a glimpse of the floating landscape beyond. At night, farm lights suddenly dot darkness, or approaching headlights fall sharply out of sight as the road rises and falls alternately. The
observation that the peaks of Southern Iowa Drift Plain always seem to return to a uniform elevation is a clue to their geological origins. These even surmounted mountain areas reveal the approximate level of the original, once continuous, earth's surface built by the last ice cap to pass in this way. Each hill and valley floor mark the extent of erosion in the old glacial plain. The space between the hills
underlines the large amount of material that has been removed and the hundreds of thousands of years that this process has taken. Loess-capped hills, Iowa County Photo by: Gary Hightshoe The eroded processes that carved these hills from the previous glacial plain have not been at work continuously or evenly over time. Instead, the past has been punctuated by episodes of rapid erosion accompanied
by the deepening and stretching of the valley. Downcutting episodes alternated with periods of increased landscape stability when soil profiles could weather deeply in exposed glacial deposits. This variable intensity in the eroded form of the landscape has actually left wide steps dented in the hills of the region's river basins. These stepped erosion surfaces occur in all portions of Iowa where Illinoian and
Preillinoian glacial deposits are the dominant landscape materials. Therefore, the hills are a key element of the drifting plain landscapes of southern Iowa. At first glance they may seem fluid slopes, but subtle boundary changes from steeper to less steep reveal past irregularities during their long eroded history. As this dissected landscape evolved, a wind-blown mantle of loess was added to the surface of
the ground. This smooth (and sometimes sandy) deposit usually varies in thickness between 5 and 30 feet throughout the region and is deep enough in places to add to the local relief, particularly on the leeward hills and along the edge of the valley. The region's thickest loess deposits are located near sources of limo blown by the wind. Thick deposits are also stored on large non-eroded mountain areas
where the most continuous accumulation has occurred, while on narrower divisions and deposits of loess hillslopes they are generally much thinner due to erosion. Most of this limo mantle is composed of Peoria Loess. Under this loess in the western part the region is a further thin wedge of the old loess of the Pisgah Formation, and below that occurs the even older and more widespread Loveland Loess.
These wind-blown deposits are thicker near the Missouri River valley and become thinner toward the central part of the Southern Iowa Drift Plain. The Peoria Loess then thickens closer again to the Mississippi River and other eastern sources in the Iowa Valley. As seen in the previous section, the influence of this wind-blown sieze in the far west of Iowa dominates the appearance of an entire soil-shaped
region. Across the drifting plain of southern Iowa, with the cloak of loess, remains of four main landscape levels are preserved. Some of these are prominent platform-like features, while others are seen only as a gentle flattening of the slope along a profile of hills. The four landscape levels, or surfaces, were progressively eroded in the old glacial plain, leaving the oldest landscape area at maximum
elevation; newer and younger surfaces are cut into lower landscape positions and layered material older. The four surfaces (highest to lowest and oldest to youngest) are known as YarmouthSangamon, late-sangamon, Wisconsinan (Iowa surface) and helocene (postglacial). These surfaces differ in age and thickness of their loess coat. They also vary in their conservation and dominance in the landscape
from place to place. It is useful to keep in mind that most of these Pleistocene surfaces originally developed on landscapes that are no longer part of the current earth's surface because they were buried by younger deposits or were pruned back by subsequent episodes of erosion. As a result, today's hills are not subtitled by uniform materials of the same age; instead, descending slopes traverse a series of
paleo-landscapes and a sequence of different layers of the Ice Age. Since these Pleistocene materials are relatively soft, at least compared to the bedrock, they leave smooth shapes in the landscape. There are few obvious and abrupt interruptions sloping to highlight where these changing stratigraphic relationships occur; there are, however, some useful clues. The highest and oldest landscapes of the
region are surmounted by mountain peaks. These large mountain areas with loess mantle are largely uns eroded remnants of the last pre-Illinoian drift plain that was exposed to atmospheric agents during the yarmouth, illinoian and sangamon stadiums. This yarmouth-sangamon surface has a distinct loess coat paleosol. Where it emerges on the hills beneath the loess, paleosolo is usually noted as a thick
gummy gray clay. This ancient of the soil, once referred to as gumbotil, often has a pronounced effect on local drainage conditions because it acts as a barrier that delays the downward movement of groundwater. Precipitation and melting snows that percolate through the loess tend to move sideways once the least permeable clay of this paleosolo is reached. Wasps or springs often develop on hills where
the rich clay clay is intercepted from the Earth's surface. Such areas of gumbo, notoriously sticky when wet and rockhard when dry, are well known to farmers working in the fields of this soil-shaped region. Exposed Tolurian rocks along the Cedar River, Palisades-Kepler State Park, Linn County Land-Use Analysis Laboratory, Iowa State University Throughout the Southern Iowa Drift Plain, a gradual
topographic shift occurs in the location and amount of flat terrain from east to west. It's obvious in parts of southeastern Iowa that vast areas of nearly flat, non-eroded mountain areas -- the yarmouth-sangamon surface are more common than typical steeply rolling hills. In many locations around Ottumwa, Fairfield, Mount Union or Mediapolis, for example, these tablelands are the strongest visual element of
the landscape, and steep, hilly, wooded terrain is located only near the creek valleys. The amount of land leveled along the valley's alluvial plains is small compared to that of these vast mountain areas. The presence of these unsecrated mountain areas in southeast Iowa seems to reflect the influence of the shallow-place rock. Erosion of glacial deposits, which is very common elsewhere in the region, has
been slowed down here because the waterways that drain these mountain areas encounter more resistant Mississippi limestone and Dolomites in their valleys and are therefore inhibited by cutting deeper and deeper into mountain divisions. Karst features, such as caves, springs, and sinkholes, which are abundant in northeast Iowa, are also seen in this region in the Burlington area where limestone is
located particularly close to the Earth's surface. Under the high peaks of the mountain areas of the region, the younger late Sangamon surface is often seen as a gentle shelving or flattening of the gradient along the hills. From beneath its cloak of loess the thinnest but most distinct paleosol marking this former Earth's surface appears as a rust-colored zone caused by the oxidation of iron particles. This
clayey paleosolo is commonly seen streaking freshly ploughed hills, particularly in spring and autumn when soil color is more easily noticed. The terrain of south-central and central-eastern Iowa is more dissected, more deeply cut by waterways. The nearly leveled mountain divisions, so prominent in southeast Iowa, are much smaller in the area, and most of the earth's surface is sloping; late-sangamon
paleosol sightings are common. This topography is typical of an area that includes Monticello, Iowa City, Oskaloosa, Centerville, Chariton, and Indianola. An even younger Wisconsin eroded step can be observed crossing lower hills within the Southern Drift Plain. This narrow and thin surface is distinguished by a very thin loess cover and the remarkable absence of any paleosol. Wisconsin's erosion surface
was cut into the landscape as the loess was deposited during the intense glacial cold that gripped the midcontinent between 16,500 and 21,000 years ago. The best topographic expression of this erosion surface is throughout the region mapped as the surface of Iowa, where it spans virtually the entire landscape. In the drift plain of southern Iowa, however, its gentle slope occupies only the lower slopes of
the drainage basins. An interesting stratigraphic feature sometimes seen both on the surface of late Sangamon and on this younger wisconsin surface is a stone line or band of pebbles. This residual or delayed glacial gravel deposit has been concentrated on the Earth's surface for a period of time as erosion has removed the finer surrounding materials. The topographical shift through the region continues
into southwestern and western Iowa, where the flat peaks of mountain areas disappear almost entirely. The hills here appear aligned in long parallel ridges of steep waves with wide troughs between them, as seen in the areas around Denison, Atlantic, Red Oak, and Creston. The most extensive areas of the flat ground are located along the floors of the valley. Floodplains here and elsewhere across the
state thus mark the lowest and youngest erosion area (Holocene) cut into the landscape. This surface is marked by postglacial alluvial deposits. Across the drifting plain of southern Iowa, the relative amounts of level mountain divisions, steeply undulating hilly slopes, and lowland valley floors vary considerably. However, the arrangement of these various landscape elements, the relief resulting from the
combined episodes of eroded history, and the exposed paleosoles that sometimes color the hills are the dominant unifying features of the region. Lacey-Keosauqa State Park Van Buren County Yarmouth-Sagamon Paleosol gumbo till, Pottawattamie County Photo by: Tim Kemmis Investigations since the mid-1970s have essentially revised the stratigraphic subdivisions of the old glacial deposits that make
up most of the landscapes of this region. Traditional glacial and interglacial terms such as Kansan, Aftonian, and Nebraskan have been abandoned. The concept of a glacial period crate, as interpreted by glacial deposit exposures, did not come together after core drilling in many of western Iowa's classic locations revealed up to 200 feet of additional glacial deposits below some of the previously studied
outing units. Geologists have since acknowledged that the glacial sequence in Iowa is quite complicated, with more glaciation, at least seven more sheets of till, and more buried soil profiles than previously described. As a result, all oldest quaternary deposits in the Illinoian (older than 300,000 years) are, for now, collectively referred to as Pre-Illinoians. Work in western Iowa was followed by detailed
landscape analysis, lunge descriptions, and survey of over large areas of eastern Iowa. Field work has been combined with laboratory studies of various mineral grains within pre-Illinoian till deposits, as well as a reassessment of where and how many paleosols occurred. The various physical and mineralogical characteristics that emerged studies allow the division of pre-Illinoian glacial deposits into distinct
litological units called the Wolf Creek Formation and the older Alburnett Formation. In addition to pre-Illinoian glacial deposits, the Southern Iowa Drift Plain also includes the small area of eastern Iowa covered by Illinoian glaciation about 300,000 years ago. Only the oldest of the many Illinoian glacial advances actually entered Iowa. This advance was part of an ice mass known as the Lake Michigan Lobe,
which covered most of Illinois as it extended southwest from a larger continental ice sheet. The deposits that remain in Iowa from this eastern glacier are known as the Glasford Formation (Kellerville Till Member). They contain an abundance of Pennsylvania rock fragments, including coal and plant fossils common to rock in place of eastern and central Illinois. These materials contrast sharply with Iowa's
pre-Illinoian till deposits, left by glaciers that crossed very different types of tertiary, Cretaceous, and precambrian rock as they advanced along flow paths from the north through the Dakotas, Minnesota, and the Lake Superior area before pushing completely across Iowa, Missouri. In this area of Illinoian glaciation, however, as with the region as a whole, enough time has elapsed for erosion to reshape the
glazed terrain and establish an integrated drainage network, producing landscapes that resemble the rest of southern Iowa's drifting plain. Supporting major revisions to Iowa's early glacial records is fascinating evidence provided by volcanic ash deposits found wedged between some of the pre-Illinoian ice chests in western Iowa. These gritty gray and whitish deposits are wind-blown parts consisting of
glass fragments and pomomic fragments. Their chemical and mineralogical composition can be traced back to the eruptions of extinct volcanoes in Yellowstone National Park in northwestern Wyoming, about 850 air miles west of Iowa. Preserved remains of ash falls from these eruptions are found in Woodbury, Guthrie, Adair, Union, Ringgold, Harrison, Monona, Audubon and Cherokee counties. No
volcanic ash deposit has been found in the eastern part of the state. Through a technique known as fission track dating, four ash falls separated from the Yellowstone area have been dated to Iowa and Nebraska. They are aged 0.6, 0.7, 1.2 and 2.2 million years old and as a group are referred to as the Pearlette family of volcanic ash deposits. The 2.2 million-year-old ash is the oldest of at least seven
separate pre-Illinoian glacial deposits recognized in Iowa. This highlights the beginning of glaciation here as some time 2.2 million years ago, considerably older than many previous estimates. This dating is important to establish a time frame for iowa glacial recording and correlate Ice Age events here with those in other parts of the world. The eroded valleys in these old glacial deposits are among the most
features of the Southern Iowa Drift Plain. Many of the larger river valleys, especially cedar, Iowa, Skunk, Des Moines, Boyer, and Little Sioux, had glaciers standing in their springs during the period when the Des Moines Lobe was covered in ice. These valleys gained much of their width, depth, and flood fill during the meltwater flood when the Wisconsin ice sheet disappeared from north-central Iowa. In
many places rivers have dug completely through the mountain sequence of loess, paleosols and glacial drift in the rock layers in the sedimentary place below. The rugged, wooded terrain adjacent to these deeper valleys supports many scenic recreation areas and important natural habitats. Dendritic models of streams established throughout the landscape translate into mosaics of cultivated land,
pastures, and timber. Contour ploughing, stripcropping, and grass-supported terraces are often used to minimize soil erosion and conserve water on cultivated hills. In addition, strongly corrugated soil is suitable for the construction of dams to form tanks. Three of Iowa's largest reservoirs are located in this region - Coralville, Red Rock and Rathbun. These facilities control flooding and also offer recreational
opportunities and water sources. The coasts of these basins are indented by numerous coves that mark the positions of the smaller tributary valleys in the previously well-drained landscape. In large areas of the drifting plain of southern Iowa, groundwater is not as abundant as in other parts of the state. For example, Pennsylvania's thick sequence of bedrock dominated by the shale beneath central and
southwestern Iowa is a notoriously poor source of groundwater for wells. Many rural residents in southern Iowa depend on large-diameter wells that touch shallow groundwater that snuff out along the contact between the loess and the less permeable glacial crate below. Agricultural ponds are a feature of steep, undulating landscapes. Trapping surface runoff in these small reservoirs provides an important
additional source of water for rural Iowans. In the eastern third of the region, limestone suitable for the construction and maintenance of roads and agricultural use is extracted from sites subtitled by Mississippian, Devonian and Silurian rocks. Geodes, the state rock, are sought after by collectors from creek beds cut into mississippi shale (Warsaw Formation) along the tributary valleys of the Des Moines
River in far southeast Iowa. Pennsylvania's rock formations in the two-thirds southwest of the region contain iowa's historically important coal fields. Surface extraction Time was common in many areas where coal seams are located at shallow depths, especially in south-central counties. The restoration and replanting of these abandoned mining lands, as well as the identification of areas where quarries
may occur on abandoned underground mines, are important environmental objectives in the region. Plant fossils are also found in these Pennsylvania rocks. Collectors can fossil leaves and segments of branches, bark, and roots of the lush tropical vegetation that flourished in Iowa's coastal swamps about 410 million years ago. The Southern Iowa Drift Plain shows an intriguing variety of landscapes. Their
forms derive mainly from the in-depth network of rivers and streams. Due to the topographical relief resulting from this long-term erosogenic activity, terrestrial materials exposed along the hills reveal more of the state's Glacial Age history than has been seen in any other region. Writing by Jean C. Prior; Editing by Drew Hutchinson Hutchinson
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